METHOD FOR DIRECTLY INLINING VIRTUAL CALLS WITHOUT ON-STACK REPLACEMENT

A dynamic compiler determines whether to inline methods in place of virtual method calls by inspecting such calls' receiver expressions. If a given call site meets other criteria for inlining, the method is inlined if its receiver expression can be proved to have a property called "pre-existence". One kind of expression whose pre-existence is easily proved is a calling-procedure argument to which the body of the calling procedure makes no assignment. One of the other criteria is that the argument's static type is a class whose definition of the callee method has not been overridden, and the compiler employs a dependency data structure to record against both the caller and the callee that the caller contains code whose validity depends on the assumption that this criterion has been met. If the compiler thereafter compiles another implementation of the callee method, it inspects the dependency structures in which dependencies have been recorded against the callee method, and it recompiles the callers whose object code's validity is indicated by such structures to depend on that callee method's not having been overridden. The restriction of inlining to pre-existing receiver expression allows currently running invocations of the original compilation of the callee method to continue without fear of error.
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>GE</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KE</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KG</td>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KP</td>
<td>Democratic People's Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR</td>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZ</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI</td>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LK</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>Lesotho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Republic of Moldova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Madagascar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK</td>
<td>The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Mali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Mauritania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MX</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Niger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td>Slovakia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>Swaziland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>Chad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJ</td>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UG</td>
<td>Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UZ</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VN</td>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YU</td>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZW</td>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
METHOD FOR DIRECTLY INLINING VIRTUAL CALLS

WITHOUT ON-STACK REPLACEMENT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to compiling computer programs. It particularly concerns so-called inlining of virtual methods.

Fig. 1 depicts a typical computer system 10. A microprocessor 12 receives data, and instructions for operating on them, from on-board cache memory or further cache memory 18, possibly through the mediation of a cache controller 20, which can in turn receive such data from system read/write memory ("RAM") 22 through a RAM controller 24, or from various peripheral devices through a system bus 26.

The RAM 22’s data and instruction contents will ordinarily have been loaded from peripheral devices such as a system disk 27. Other sources include communications interface 28, which can receive instructions and data from other computer systems.

The instructions that the microprocessor executes are machine instructions. Those instructions are ultimately determined by a programmer, but it is a rare programmer who is familiar with the specific machine instructions in which his efforts eventually result. More typically, the programmer writes higher-level-language “source code” from which a computer software-configured to do so generates those machine instructions, or “object code.”

Fig. 2 represents this sequence. Fig. 2’s block 30 represents a compiler process that a computer performs under the direction of compiler object code. That object code is typically stored on the system disk 27 or some other machine-readable medium and by transmission of electrical signals is loaded into the system memory 24 to configure the computer system to act as a compiler. But the compiler object code’s persistent storage may instead be in a server system remote from the machine that performs the compiling. The electrical signals that carry the digital data by which the computer sy-
tems exchange the code are exemplary forms of carrier waves transporting the information.

The compiler converts source code into further object code, which it places in machine-readable storage such as RAM 24 or disk 27. A computer will follow that object code's instructions in performing an application 32 that typically generates output from input. The compiler 30 is itself an application, one in which the input is source code and the output is object code, but the computer that executes the application 32 is not necessarily the same as the one that performs the compiler process.

The source code need not have been written by a human programmer directly. Integrated development environments often automate the source-code-writing process to the extent that for many applications very little of the source code is produced "manually." Also, it will become apparent that the term compiler is used broadly in the discussions that follow, extending to conversions of low-level code, such as the byte-code input to the Java™ virtual machine, that programmers almost never write directly. (Sun, the Sun Logo, Sun Microsystems, and Java are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc., in the United States and other countries.) Moreover, although Fig. 2 may appear to suggest a batch process, in which all of an application's object code is produced before any of it is executed, the same processor may both compile and execute the code, in which case the processor may execute its compiler application concurrently with—and, indeed, in a way that can be dependent upon—its execution of the compiler's output object code.

The various instruction and data sources depicted in Fig. 1 constitute a speed hierarchy. Microprocessors achieve a great degree of their speed by "pipelining" instruction execution: earlier stages of some instructions are executed simultaneously with later stages of previous ones. To keep the pipeline supplied at the resultant speed, very fast on-board registers supply the operands and offset values expected to be used most frequently. Other data and instructions likely to be used are kept in the on-board cache, to which access is also fast. Signal distance to cache memory 18 is greater than for on-board cache, so access to it, although very fast, is not as rapid as for on-board cache.
Next in the speed hierarchy is the system RAM 22, which is usually relatively large and therefore usually consists of relatively inexpensive, dynamic memory, which tends to be significantly slower than the more-expensive, static memory used for caches. Even within such memory, though, access to locations in the same “page” is relatively fast in comparison with access to locations on different pages. Considerably slower than either is obtaining data from the disk controller, but that source ordinarily is not nearly as slow as downloading data through a communications link 28 can be.

The speed differences among these various sources may span over four orders of magnitude, so compiler designers direct considerable effort to having compilers so organize their output instructions that they maximize high-speed-resource use and avoid the slowest resources as much as possible. This effort is complicated by the common programming technique of dividing a program up into a set of procedures directed to respective specific tasks.

Much of that complication results from procedures that invoke other, lower-level procedures to accomplish their work. That is, various “caller” procedures transfer control to a common, “callee” procedure in such a way that when the callee exits it returns control to whatever procedure called it. From the programmer’s viewpoint, this organization is advantageous because it makes code writing more modular and thus more manageable. It also provides for code re-use: a common procedure need not be copied into each site at which it is to be used. This means that any revisions do not have to be replicated at numerous places. But such an organization also adds overhead: the caller’s state must be stored, cache misses and page faults can occur, and processor pipelines often have to be flushed. In other words, the system must descend the speed hierarchy.

So optimizing compilers often “inline” short or frequently used procedures: they copy the procedure’s body—with out the procedure prolog and epilog—into each site at which the source code calls it. In other words, the compiler may sacrifice re-use for performance. But the programmer still benefits from code-writing modularity. Inlining has an additional important benefit: compiling the inlined procedure in a specific calling
context exposes more information to an optimizing compiler and thereby allows the optimizer to generate more-efficient machine code.

Certain of the more-modern programming languages complicate the inlining process. To appreciate this, recall the basic features of object-oriented languages. In such languages, of which the Java programming language and C++ are examples, the code is written in terms of “objects,” which are instances of “classes.” A class’s definition lists the “members” of any object that is an instance of the class. A member can be a variable. Or it can be a procedure, which in this context is typically called a “method.”

Fig. 3 illustrates a way in which one may employ the Java programming language to define classes. Its first code segment defines objects of a class A as including, among other things, respective floating-point-variable members h and w and a method member m1 that (in the example) operates on the object’s member variables to return a floating-point value representing their product. Every instance of class A will have its respective member variables h and w, and there will also be a method whose name is m1 that can be called on that instance (although, as will be discussed below, that method may not perform the same operation for all instances).

Fig. 4 illustrates m1’s use. Being a class member, method m1 can be invoked only by being “called on” an instance of that class. So the first statement of Fig. 4’s left code fragment declares variable a to contain a reference to an object of class A. It also allocates memory to an object of that class and initializes variable a with a reference to the newly allocated class A object. The two statements after that place values in that object’s two member variables. The last statement passes the object reference in variable a to a procedure X.foo.

This object reference can be passed to that procedure because, as the right code fragment indicates, foo was defined as having a parameter of type A, and variable a belongs to that class. As that code indicates, foo’s definition calls method m1 on its parameter o. This is legal because a method of that name is a member of class A. So when the object reference in variable a is passed to procedure foo, method m1 is performed on that object’s values of variables h and w.
A central feature of such object-oriented languages is "inheritance." One can declare in a new class definition that the new class is a "child" of another, "parent" class. The extends keyword in Fig. 3's definition of class B declares that class's child relationship to class A. This means that all objects of class B are considered also to be objects of the parent class, although the reverse is not necessarily true. Since they also belong to class A, all objects of class B will include respective values of member variables h and w and can have method m1 called on them. This is true even though class B's definition does not explicitly list those members: class B inherits them from class A. So the compiler will permit an object b of class B to be passed to foo even though foo's signature requires that its parameter be a reference to an object of class A.

As described so far, the inheritance mechanism does not particularly complicate the inlining process. The compiler simply copies into foo's object code the object code that results from method m1's definition in class A, and that inlined code can be used even though foo is sometimes passed references to objects of class B.

But now consider Fig. 3's definition of class C. That definition "overrides" inherited method m1. Because it is a child of class A, class C necessarily includes a member method m1, but class C gives that method a definition different from its definition for other objects of class A. So when foo is passed an object c of class C—as is legal since class C is class A's child—the call of method m1 on object c requires code different from the code required when foo is passed an object whose class is A or B. Methods permitted to be overridden are called "virtual," and virtual methods that have been overridden are called "polymorphic." Calls to such methods are called "virtual calls," which are distinguished by the fact that the location of the called method must be computed at run time. Consequently, inlining one form of a polymorphic method can yield incorrect results.

Aggressive optimizing compilers nonetheless inline polymorphic methods in some instances. They avoid incorrect results by "guarding" the inlined code with a test to determine whether the inlined form of the method is consistent with the specific class of the "receiver" object on which the method is called. If so, a virtual call is avoided.
Still, it would be better if the called method could be inlined directly, i.e., without


guard code that may direct execution to a virtual call, because such guarding both exacts

a cost and deprives the compiler of certain optimization opportunities. So an optimizing

compiler may search the code to determine whether there is any real possibility that a

form of the callee method other than the candidate for inlining would ever be called at the

call site where inlining is being considered and then inline the callee if not. Unfortunately,

the compiler cannot make this determination conclusively in a dynamic-

compilation environment, in which a class that overrides the callee method may be loaded

after the caller is compiled and execution of the resultant code has begun.

So some workers have proposed to perform the inlining tentatively, i.e., to com-

pile the caller under the assumption that the callee has not been overridden and then re-

compile the caller later if a later-loaded class overrides it. This is simple enough if the
caller is not being executed when the recompilation occurs: the new compilation replaces
the old, and the next invocation of the caller gets the corrected code. But things are more

complicated if the caller is currently being executed when the event that necessitates the

recompilation occurs. In this case, such systems have to be able to change an execution

state corresponding to one compilation of a method to the “equivalent” execution state for

another compilation of that method. This process has been termed “on-stack replace-

ment.”

The Self language was perhaps the first programming system to implement on-

stack replacement. In that language, the compiler creates structures associated with vari-

ous “deoptimization points” in the compiled code for a method. These structures contain

information that enable a method’s “source state,” i.e., the state of the method variables

as defined by the source code’s interpretation, to be recovered from the “machine state”

of the compiled code at the associated deoptimization point. When further compilation

later results in invalidating an assumption on which the compilation depends, such as the
callee’s not having been overridden, that compilation must occur at such a deoptimization
point. The Self system then recovers the source state, recompiles the method without the
violated assumption, computes the new compilation’s corresponding machine state from
the source state, and replaces register values and entries in the method’s stack frame to make them consistent with the new machine state.

It can be readily appreciated that providing such an on-stack-replacement capability is quite complex. Moreover, the data structures required to support it can become alarmingly voluminous. Also, maintaining deoptimization points prevents a code scheduler from re-ordering code that such deoptimization points separate.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

The present invention permits a significant number of virtual-call sites to be in-lined directly without placing any restrictions on the caller’s compilation, and it keeps the task of detecting and reacting to assumption-invalidating changes relatively simple. According to the present invention, the compiler inlines virtual calls directly only at sites where the compiler can tell at compile time that the receiver expression during any runtime execution of the calling method will necessarily refer to an object whose class was loaded when that particular execution of the caller began. If this condition is met, then a callee-overriding compilation during the caller’s execution need not result in the caller’s being interrupted for re-compilation, because the receiver’s implementation of the callee method cannot be the overriding one in that case, and the inlined implementation must therefore be the correct one. This completely eliminates the need to replace entries in the caller’s stack frame.

In one embodiment, such sites are easily found by identifying call sites at which the receiver reference is a caller argument to which the caller makes no assignment. If parameter values are passed by value, then the receiver reference is necessarily a local variable, to which only the caller can make an assignment, so the object to which the variable refers must be pre-existing if the caller does not itself make an assignment to it.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

The invention description below refers to the accompanying drawings, of which:
Fig. 1, discussed above, is a block diagram of a typical computer system of the type that can be configured to compile a source program;

Fig. 2, discussed above, is a block diagram of the progression from source code to application execution;

Fig. 3, discussed above, is a source-code listing that sets forth typical class declarations;

Fig. 4, discussed above, is a source-code listing that illustrates the use of an object that is an instance of a class declared in Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 is a flow chart of the decision process employed by the invention’s illustrated embodiment to determine whether to inline a virtual call directly;

Fig. 6 is a source-code fragment illustrating various call sites that may be candidates for inlining;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart depicting imposition of various versions of the present invention’s pre-existence criterion;

Fig. 8 is a code fragment that depict the class definition of a class having an immutable member;

Fig. 9 is a diagram of various data structures that the illustrated embodiment employs to determine when to recompile calling procedures that have been compiled under the assumptions that certain of their callees have not been overridden;

Fig. 10 is a more-detailed diagram of a dependency structure that Fig. 9 includes; and

Fig. 11 is a diagram similar to Fig. 9 illustrating the result of loading a class that overrides a directly inlined callee method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENT

In a typical dynamic-compilation environment in which the present invention’s teachings may be practiced, not all of the compilation is completed before execution of some of the resultant object code begins. For example, the compilation process may be "lazy" in the sense that it compiles only, say, a main procedure without initially compiling any of the procedures that the main procedure can call. In place of the calls to those
procedures, for instance, it may provide stubs that determine whether the callee procedure’s source code should be compiled or interpreted. So a callee procedure is not compiled unless the object code’s execution reaches such a stub.

Now consider the resultant compilation in such an environment. The compilation proceeds in the normal fashion, with source-code instructions being converted into machine-code instructions, until a point is reached where the source code represents a procedure call. The ordinary result is simply object code for implementing the procedure call, i.e. for saving the caller process’s context and passing any arguments and control to the caller. But methods that meet certain criteria are good candidates to be inlined instead, so the compiler identifies such candidates in accordance with a decision process such as that which Fig. 5’s simplified flow chart depicts.

Decision block 40 represents a basic inlining criterion, namely, size. If the callee method is long, it is not a good inlining candidate. In most cases, the compiler will also eliminate from consideration any polymorphic method, e.g., a virtual method called on a variable whose static type has a descendant that overrides that method so that the particular form of the method that will be executed is unknowable until run time. Although such elimination is not an absolute requirement of the present invention’s broader teachings, it will be a feature of most implementations, so Fig. 5 includes block 44 to represent such a criterion.

Although not essential, the criteria of blocks 40 and 44 are typical, and most implementations will additionally impose other threshold criteria, as block 46 indicates. Block 48 indicates that the compiler additionally imposes the requirement that the method’s receiver expression meet what will be called a pre-existence criterion. As will become apparent, imposing that criterion makes it more practical in a dynamic-compilation environment to inline virtual calls directly.

That criterion’s purpose can be understood by considering a calling procedure m1 that contains a method invocation o.m2() at some given call site, where variable o is declared to contain a reference to an object of class O. We assume that at the time of the caller procedure m1’s compilation no descendant of class O that overrides class O’s
method m2 has been loaded and that the site meets other threshold criteria as well. In a
dynamic-compilation environment, though, this criterion may later be violated, since
loading and compiling proceed concurrently with the resulting code’s execution. To de-
tect such changes and respond to them, steps would have to be taken in the absence of the
present invention’s teachings that could compromise direct inlining’s attractiveness.

The present invention keeps the task of detecting and reacting to such changes
relatively simple but permits a significant number of virtual-call sites to be inlined di-
rectly. According to the present invention, the compiler inlines virtual calls directly only
at sites where the compiler can tell at compile time that the receiver expression during
any run-time execution of the calling method will necessarily refer to an object whose
class was loaded when that particular execution of the caller began. If this criterion is
met, then the object code for the calling method m1 will need no special provisions to
ensure that the assumptions on which virtual call o.m2()’s inlining was based remain
valid. As will be explained presently, all that is needed is to check the assumptions—and
recompile the caller procedure if necessary—before allocating the first object of any
newly loaded class. It will also be shown below that the resultant recompiling need never
interrupt any execution of caller code in which the callee was inlined under assumptions
whose violation necessitated the recompilation.

Note, first, that any allocated object necessarily has a class that is loaded. So
proving that an object is allocated on entry to a method suffices to show that it meets the
criterion, that is, that its class was loaded on entry to the method. It turns out that many
sites meeting this “allocatedness” criterion can be identified quite easily. Fig. 6 employs a
code fragment in the Java programming language that illustrates a simple technique for
doing so, which will be called here an invariant-argument analysis. Consider the receiver
object to which object variable o refers in the method call o.m2(). Inspection of the caller
method m1 reveals that its body contains no assignment to object variable o within the
caller method. Now, the absence of an assignment to a variable within a procedure does
not alone mean that the object to which the variable refers must already have been allo-
cated when the procedure was entered; a different execution thread or another procedure
called by the calling procedure could assign a non-local variable a reference to a newly allocated object. But receiver-object variable o, having been passed its value when caller method m1 was called, is a local variable, so the object to which it refers must necessarily have been allocated before the calling procedure’s entry if the caller method does not itself assign a value to it. This means that execution of the caller need never be interrupted for recompilation—and replacement of the values associated with it on the call stack—even if an overriding method is compiled concurrently with the caller’s execution and thus invalidates the assumption on which the inlining was based.

So a call site passes the invariant-argument analysis if its receiver expression is a caller argument whose value is passed on entry into the caller and the caller does not thereafter assign a new value to it. Since all procedure parameters are passed by value in the Java programming language, receivers that meet this criterion are readily recognized. In some other languages, in which parameters can be passed by reference, care must be taken not to consider by-reference parameters as invariant arguments and to recognize as possible assignments instances in which the caller passes the receiver to a callee by reference.

Fig. 7 depicts Fig. 5’s step 48 in more detail and shows that there may also be alternative pre-existence criteria. Block 50 represents the just-explained test of identifying sites where the receiver variable is an invariant argument. As Fig. 5’s step 54 shows, that test results in direct inlining if the caller never assigns a value to the receiver variable. Even if the caller does make such an assignment, though, direct inlining may still be appropriate, and some of the invention’s embodiments may accordingly include a test such as that which Fig. 7’s block 56 represents. Fig. 6’s sites containing the calls o2.m2() and o3.m2() are examples of sites that pass this test.

In the case of o2.m2(), the preceding statement “O o2 = o” shows that the caller assigns a value to the variable o2 containing the receiver-object reference, but the value thereby assigned is that of an invariant argument. The pre-existence of the object to which a local variable refers can be inferred from its being assigned only the value of another such variable. So o2.m2 must be the same implementation as o.m2. Note that a
local variable can meet this criterion recursively: a local variable assigned only o2's value would also pass the test.

In the case of call o3.m2(), the preceding statement “O o3 = o.clone()” makes an assignment to the variable o3 containing the receiver reference. The value is not the same as variable o’s, but it is a reference to an object that necessarily has the same dynamic type as the invariant argument o. Implementation o3.m2 must therefore be the same as implementation o.m2 and thus the same as the inlined implementation. Again, therefore, the call site involved meets the present invention's pre-existence criterion, and the callee at that site can be inlined.

The Fig. 6 site containing the call o.f.m3() may meet another alternative pre-existence test, which will be referred to as the immutable-field test. A call site passes this test if the receiver expression refers to a pre-existing object’s member that is “immutable” in the sense that it can be assigned only by the constructor method of that object’s class. For example, suppose that class O defines its member f in the manner that Fig. 8 illustrates, namely, as a “private” member to which no member method other than the class constructor assigns a value. Since the Java programming language’s “private” keyword indicates that access to a member whose declaration is so modified is limited to members of the same class, member f is assigned a value only upon the construction of the object of which it is a member, namely, the object to which variable o refers. The value to be assigned to member o.f is passed to object o’s constructor as an argument. So the member object to which variable f refers must necessarily have been allocated before that constructor’s invocation. But if the object that variable o references is pre-existing and before that object’s construction the one to which o.f refers was allocated, then the object to which o.f refers must also be pre-existing. The same would be true if member f had been declared “final” instead of “private,” since that keyword imposes the constraint that the value of a variable so modified cannot be changed after it is initially assigned. In both cases, the call site at which the receiver expression is o.f meets a pre-existence criterion.

In any of the inlining cases just mentioned, there is no need to include in the calling procedure’s object code any provisions for revising the inlined part when the as-
sumptions on which the inlining was based are violated. Such provisions can instead conveniently be implemented entirely in the compilation operations that cause the assumptions’ violation, as will now be explained by reference to Fig. 9.

The object code resulting from compilation of the caller procedure m1 is placed in a compiled-code block 70, in which it is possibly preceded by a header part 72 containing housekeeping information. In a dynamic-compilation environment, the compiled code may be tentative: its continued validity can depend on what code is subsequently loaded. In particular, if the procedure has directly inlined virtual method m2 in accordance with the criteria described above, the continued validity of the object code in block 70 depends on whether the number of the callee method m2’s implementations is the same as it was when the caller procedure m1 was compiled. In the illustrated embodiment, which directly inlines only “monomorphic” methods, the inlined code’s validity depends on the assumption that there is only one such implementation.

To provide a mechanism for reacting when that assumption is violated, the compilation operation creates a “dependency structure,” of which Fig. 10 depicts a typical format. An object-code block’s continued validity may depend on various types of assumptions that a dependency structure could document, so the structure’s first field specifies the single-implementation type of dependency, which means in this case that procedure m1’s validity depends on the assumption that callee method m2 has not been overridden. The structure’s next, “target” field identifies the callee assumed to be only singly implemented, while its last, “dependent” field identifies the calling procedure whose validity depends on that assumption. In the illustrated embodiment, these identifications take the form of pointers to the “method block” 74 (Fig. 9) associated with the callee procedure m2 and to the compiled-code container 70 associated with the caller procedure m1. The compiler uses a method block to store various information common to all of its associated method’s implementations.

For the sake of example, Fig. 9 depicts method m2’s method block 74 as being separate from the callee method’s compiled-code container as well as from a class file 76 that contains various information about class O, the static type of method m2’s receiver
expression at the call site of interest. The class file typically contains many kinds of
class-related information that the drawing does not represent, such as it member methods’
source code in the form of Java Virtual Machine byte code. Also for the sake of example,
the class file is depicted as having been provided upon loading with separate method and
virtual-function tables 78 and 80, which respectively point to the method blocks and
compiled-code containers for class O’s various member methods.

The remaining fields that Fig. 10 depicts support the illustrated embodiment’s im-
plementation of the dependency structure as an element of two doubly linked lists. When
the dependency structure 84 is created to document caller m1’s dependency on cal-
lee m2’s being only singly implemented, it is placed in a linked list 86 of structures that
represent other dependencies. Specifically, if any dependency structures have been cre-
ated to document other assumptions on which the caller object code’s validity is based, a
pointer in the header of caller m1’s compiled-code container specifies the location of the
first in a linked list of such structures, as arrow 88 indicates, and the new dependency
structure is added to the head of the list by its “next dependent dependency” field’s being
filled with the location of the erstwhile first structure, its “previous dependent depend-
cy” field’s being filled with the new structure’s location, and its list-head pointer’s be-
ing redirected as arrow 90 indicates.

The new structure having been installed in a list of structures that document as-
sumptions on which the caller object code’s validity is based, it is also installed in a
list 94 of structures that document dependencies on one or another of the callee’s features.
Specifically, it finds in the “dependents” field of callee method m2’s method block a
pointer to the structure at the head of that list, installs the new structure by making appro-
riate entries in those structures’ “next target dependency” and “previous target depend-
cy” fields, and redirecting the list-head pointer.

If a subsequently loaded class A is a descendant of the class O in which the di-
rectly inlined callee method m2 is defined, that descendant will by definition inherit any
of class O’s non-private methods, so its method table will receive an entry that points to
that method’s common-feature method block 74, and that block will be updated. If
class A does not override method m2, though, there will be no change in method block 74’s “implementations” field, which indicates how many different m2 implementations have been compiled. So long as that field indicates that method m2 has only one implementation, the object-code program can continue to enjoy the benefits of that method’s direct inlining.

But now consider what happens if the methods being compiled are instead those of a descendant class B that overrides m2. The result is a different implementation of that method, as Fig. 11’s compiled-code container 96 indicates. So the implementations field of method m2’s method block 74 is updated to indicate that there are now two dependencies, and the dependency list to which the “dependents” field of method m2’s method block points is searched for single-implementation dependencies.

That search identifies dependency structure 84, which indicates that procedure m1’s compilation was based on method m2’s being singly implemented. Procedure m1 is accordingly recompiled without the direct inlining, as Fig. 11’s block indicates by the inclusion of a virtual call in a new compiled-code container for method m2. All references to method m1, such as the associated entries in the virtual table of its class and any ancestor class, are updated so that any code that calls procedure m1 will be directed to the new compiled-code container 96 rather than the previous code container 70, whose code is no longer valid. Since the new code’s validity does not depend on the assumption that O.m2 has not been overridden, dependency structure 84 is removed from both lists. Class B’s compilation can now be completed, and any procedure that was waiting to instantiate that class can do so.

To appreciate the simplicity that this invention affords, consider the situation in which one execution thread is in the midst of executing callee procedure m1 when class B is compiled. In such a case, a second implementation of method m2 has come into existence during the execution of a procedure that was compiled under the assumption that method m2 has only one implementation. If direct inlining had been performed at sites that did not meet the present invention’s criteria, then procedure m1 might have had to guard the inlining with code for checking the number of m2 implementations, and entries
in method m1’s stack frame would have to be replaced. But no such on-stack replacement is necessary when the present invention’s criteria are observed, because no instance of class B could have been allocated before entry into procedure m1 as compiled with the direct inlining, and method m2 cannot be called at the inlining site on an object that was not yet allocated when that execution of procedure m1 began.

So the present invention greatly simplifies inlining in dynamic compiling environments and thus constitutes a significant advance in the art.

What is claimed is:
CLAIMS

1. A computer system configured by machine-readable instructions to:
   A) read electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that in-
      cludes at least one call site at which the calling procedure calls a virtual
      method on an object referred to by a receiver expression that refers to an
      object;
   B) compile the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling pro-
      cedure by:
      i) determining, for each call site that meets threshold criteria for di-
         rect inlining, whether that call site meets any of at least one pre-
         existence criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling
         procedure’s compilation that the class of the object to which the
         receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure
         will have been loaded by the time the given execution commences; and
         ii) for each call site thereby determined to meet a pre-existence crite-
             rion, placing into the object-code calling procedure directly inlined
             code for each currently loaded form of the virtual method called by
             the source-code calling procedure thereat; and
   C) store the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage me-

2. A computer system as defined in claim 1 wherein the machine-readable instruc-
   tions configure the computer system to:
   A) record, against each virtual method inlined in the object-code calling pro-
      cedure as a result of its call site’s meeting at least one said pre-existence
      criterion, the object-code calling procedure’s dependence on the current
      number of implementations of that virtual method;
B) thereafter read electrical signals representing a new source-code form of a
virtual method after the object-code calling procedure has been stored in
the machine-readable storage medium;

C) compile the new source-code form into a new object-code form;

D) determine whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which
the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations
has been recorded; and

E) if the new form does override such a virtual method:
   i) recompile the source-code calling procedure into a replacement
      object-code calling procedure; and
   ii) store the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-
      readable storage medium before permitting any of the compiled
      object code to be executed after the new source-code form has been
      compiled.

3. A computer system as defined in claim 2 wherein one said threshold criterion for
direct inlining at a call site is that only one form of the virtual method called at the call
site has been loaded.

4. A computer system as defined in claim 1 wherein one said pre-existence criterion
is that the receiver expression is a calling-procedure local variable to which the calling
procedure does not assign a value.

5. A computer system as defined in claim 1 wherein one said pre-existence criterion
is that the receiver expression is an invariant local variable, where an invariant local vari-
able is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value
other than that of another invariant local variable.

6. A computer system as defined in claim 1 wherein one said pre-existence criterion
for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member of an object
that meets a criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure's compilation that the object to which receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been constructed by the time the given execution commences.

7. A computer system as defined in claim 1 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member either of another immutable member or of an object that is referred to by an invariant local variable, where an immutable member is one that can be assigned only in a constructor, and an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

8. A computer system configured by machine-readable instructions to:
   A) read electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that calls a target virtual method;
   B) compile the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by placing directly inlined code for each currently loaded form of the target virtual method into the object-code calling procedure;
   C) record against the calling procedure and the target method the calling procedure's dependence on the current number of implementations of the target virtual method;
   D) store the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium;
   E) thereafter read electrical signals representing a new form of a virtual method;
   F) determine whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which the calling procedure's dependence on a given number of implementations has been recorded;
   G) if so, recompile the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and
9. A computer system including:

A) means for reading electrical signals representing a source-code calling
procedure that includes at least one call site at which the calling procedure
calls a virtual method on an object referred to by a receiver expression that
refers to an object;

B) means for compiling the source-code calling procedure into an object-code
calling procedure by:

i) determining, for each call site that meets threshold criteria for di-
rect inlining, whether that call site meets any of at least one pre-
existence criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling
procedure’s compilation that the class of the object to which the
receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure
will have been loaded by the time the given execution commences;

and

ii) for each call site thereby determined to meet a pre-existence crite-
rian, placing into the object-code calling procedure directly inlined
code for each currently loaded form of the virtual method called by
the source-code calling procedure thereat; and

C) means for storing the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable
storage medium.

10. A computer system as defined in claim 9 further including:

A) means for recording, against each virtual method inlined in the object-code
calling procedure as a result of its call site’s meeting at least one said pre-
existence criterion, the object-code calling procedure’s dependence on the
current number of implementations of that virtual method;
B) means for thereafter reading electrical signals representing a new source-code form of a virtual method after the object-code calling procedure has been stored in the machine-readable storage medium;

C) means for compiling the new source-code form into a new object-code form;

D) means for determining whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations has been recorded; and

E) means for, if the new form does override such a virtual method:
   i) recompiling the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and
   ii) storing the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium before permitting any of the compiled object code to be executed after the new source-code form has been compiled.

11. A computer system as defined in claim 10 wherein one said threshold criterion for direct inlining at a call site is that only one form of the virtual method called at the call site has been loaded.

12. A computer system as defined in claim 9 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that the receiver expression is a calling-procedure local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value.

13. A computer system as defined in claim 9 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that the receiver expression is an invariant local variable, where an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.
14. A computer system as defined in claim 9 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member of an object that meets a criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure’s compilation that the object to which receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been constructed by the time the given execution commences.

15. A computer system as defined in claim 9 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member either of another immutable member or of an object that is referred to by an invariant local variable, where an immutable member is one that can be assigned only in a constructor, and an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

16. A computer system comprising:

A) means for reading electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that calls a target virtual method;

B) means for compiling the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by placing directly inlined code for each currently loaded form of the target virtual method into the object-code calling procedure;

C) means for recording against the calling procedure and the target method the calling procedure’s dependence on the current number of implementations of the target virtual method;

D) means for storing the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium;

E) means for thereafter reading electrical signals representing a new form of a virtual method;

F) means for determining whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations has been recorded;
G) means for, if so, recompiling the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and
H) means for storing the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium.

17. A method of generating object code comprising:
   A) reading electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that includes at least one call site at which the calling procedure calls a virtual method on an object referred to by a receiver expression that refers to an object;
   B) compiling the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by:
      i) determining, for each call site that meets threshold criteria for direct inlining, whether that call site meets any of at least one pre-existence criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure’s compilation that the class of the object to which the receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been loaded by the time the given execution commences; and
      ii) for each call site thereby determined to meet a pre-existence criterion, placing into the object-code calling procedure directly inlined code for each currently loaded form of the virtual method called by the source-code calling procedure thereat; and
   C) storing the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium.

18. A method as defined in claim 17 further including:
   A) recording, against each virtual method inlined in the object-code calling procedure as a result of its call site’s meeting at least one said pre-
existence criterion, the object-code calling procedure’s dependence on the
current number of implementations of that virtual method;
B) thereafter reading electrical signals representing a new source-code form
of a virtual method after the object-code calling procedure has been stored
in the machine-readable storage medium;
C) compiling the new source-code form into a new object-code form;
D) determining whether the new form overrides a virtual method against
which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of imple-
mentations has been recorded; and
E) if the new form does override such a virtual method:
   i) recompiling the source-code calling procedure into a replacement
      object-code calling procedure; and
   ii) storing the replacement object-code calling procedure in a ma-
       chine-readable storage medium before permitting any of the com-
       piled object code to be executed after the new source-code form
       has been compiled.

19. A method as defined in claim 18 wherein one said threshold criterion for direct
inlining at a call site is that only one form of the virtual method called at the call site has
been loaded.

20. A method as defined in claim 17 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that
the receiver expression is a calling-procedure local variable to which the calling proce-
dure does not assign a value.

21. A method as defined in claim 17 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that
the receiver expression is an invariant local variable, where an invariant local variable is
defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other
than that of another invariant local variable.
22. A method as defined in claim 17 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a
   call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member of an object that
   meets a criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure’s compilation
   that the object to which receiver refers during any given execution of the calling proce-
   dure will have been constructed by the time the given execution commences.

23. A method as defined in claim 17 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a
   call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member either of another
   immutable member or of an object that is referred to by an invariant local variable, where
   an immutable member is one that can be assigned only in a constructor, and an invariant
   local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign
   a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

24. A method of compiling object code comprising:
   A) reading electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that
      calls a target virtual method;
   B) compiling the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling
      procedure by placing directly inlined code for each currently loaded form
      of the target virtual method into the object-code calling procedure;
   C) recording against the calling procedure and the target method the calling
      procedure’s dependence on the current number of implementations of the
      target virtual method;
   D) storing the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage
      medium;
   E) thereafter reading electrical signals representing a new form of a virtual
      method;
   F) determining whether the new form overrides a virtual method against
      which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of imple-
      mentations has been recorded;
if so, recompiling the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and

H) storing the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium.

25. A computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave and representing a sequence of instructions that, when executed by a computer system, configures the computer system to:

A) read electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that includes at least one call site at which the calling procedure calls a virtual method on an object referred to by a receiver expression that refers to an object;

B) compile the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by:

i) determining, for each call site that meets threshold criteria for direct inlining, whether that call site meets any of at least one pre-existence criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure’s compilation that the class of the object to which the receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been loaded by the time the given execution commences; and

ii) for each call site thereby determined to meet a pre-existence criterion, placing into the object-code calling procedure directly inlined code for each currently loaded form of the virtual method called by the source-code calling procedure thereat; and

C) store the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium.
26. A computer data signal as defined in claim 25 wherein the machine-readable instructions configure the computer system to:

A) record, against each virtual method inlined in the object-code calling procedure as a result of its call site’s meeting at least one said pre-existence criterion, the object-code calling procedure’s dependence on the current number of implementations of that virtual method;

B) thereafter read electrical signals representing a new source-code form of a virtual method after the object-code calling procedure has been stored in the machine-readable storage medium;

C) compile the new source-code form into a new object-code form;

D) determine whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations has been recorded; and

E) if the new form does override such a virtual method:

i) recompile the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and

ii) store the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium before permitting any of the compiled object code to be executed after the new source-code form has been compiled.

27. A computer data signal as defined in claim 26 wherein one said threshold criterion for direct inlining at a call site is that only one form of the virtual method called at the call site has been loaded.

28. A computer data signal as defined in claim 25 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that the receiver expression is a calling-procedure local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value.
29. A computer data signal as defined in claim 25 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that the receiver expression is an invariant local variable, where an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

30. A computer data signal as defined in claim 25 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member of an object that meets a criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure's compilation that the object to which receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been constructed by the time the given execution commences.

31. A computer data signal as defined in claim 25 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member either of another immutable member or of an object that is referred to by an invariant local variable, where an immutable member is one that can be assigned only in a constructor, and an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

32. A computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave and representing a sequence of instructions that, when executed by a computer system, configures the computer system to:
   A) read electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that calls a target virtual method;
   B) compile the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by placing directly inlined code for each currently loaded form of the target virtual method into the object-code calling procedure;
   C) record against the calling procedure and the target method the calling procedure's dependence on the current number of implementations of the target virtual method;
D) store the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium;
E) thereafter read electrical signals representing a new form of a virtual method;
F) determine whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations has been recorded;
G) if so, recompile the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and
H) store the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium.

33. A storage medium containing instructions readable by a computer system to configure the computer system to:
A) read electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that includes at least one call site at which the calling procedure calls a virtual method on an object referred to by a receiver expression that refers to an object;
B) compile the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by:
   i) determining, for each call site that meets threshold criteria for direct inlining, whether that call site meets any of at least one pre-existence criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure’s compilation that the class of the object to which the receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been loaded by the time the given execution commences; and
   ii) for each call site thereby determined to meet a pre-existence criterion, placing into the object-code calling procedure directly inlined
code for each currently loaded form of the virtual method called by
the source-code calling procedure thereat; and

C) store the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage me-
dium.

34. A storage medium as defined in claim 33 wherein the machine-readable instruc-
tions configure the computer system to:

A) record, against each virtual method inlined in the object-code calling pro-
cedure as a result of its call site’s meeting at least one said pre-existence
criterion, the object-code calling procedure’s dependence on the current
number of implementations of that virtual method;

B) thereafter read electrical signals representing a new source-code form of a
virtual method after the object-code calling procedure has been stored in
the machine-readable storage medium;

C) compile the new source-code form into a new object-code form;

D) determine whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which
the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations
has been recorded; and

E) if the new form does override such a virtual method:

i) recompile the source-code calling procedure into a replacement
object-code calling procedure; and

ii) store the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-
readable storage medium before permitting any of the compiled
object code to be executed after the new source-code form has been
compiled.

35. A storage medium as defined in claim 34 wherein one said threshold criterion for
direct inlining at a call site is that only one form of the virtual method called at the call
site has been loaded.
36. A storage medium as defined in claim 33 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that the receiver expression is a calling-procedure local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value.

37. A storage medium as defined in claim 33 wherein one said pre-existence criterion is that the receiver expression is an invariant local variable, where an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

38. A storage medium as defined in claim 33 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member of an object that meets a criterion from which it can be inferred during the calling procedure’s compilation that the object to which receiver refers during any given execution of the calling procedure will have been constructed by the time the given execution commences.

39. A storage medium as defined in claim 33 wherein one said pre-existence criterion for a call site is that the receiver expression refers to an immutable member either of another immutable member or of an object that is referred to by an invariant local variable, where an immutable member is one that can be assigned only in a constructor, and an invariant local variable is defined as a local variable to which the calling procedure does not assign a value other than that of another invariant local variable.

40. A storage medium configured by machine-readable instructions to:
A) read electrical signals representing a source-code calling procedure that calls a target virtual method;
B) compile the source-code calling procedure into an object-code calling procedure by placing directly inlined code for each currently loaded form of the target virtual method into the object-code calling procedure;
C) record against the calling procedure and the target method the calling procedure’s dependence on the current number of implementations of the target virtual method;

D) store the object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium;

E) thereafter read electrical signals representing a new form of a virtual method;

F) determine whether the new form overrides a virtual method against which the calling procedure’s dependence on a given number of implementations has been recorded;

G) if so, recompile the source-code calling procedure into a replacement object-code calling procedure; and

H) store the replacement object-code calling procedure in a machine-readable storage medium.
void m1(O o) {
    o.m2();
    O o2 = o;
    o2.m2();
    O o3 = o.clone();
    o3.m2();
    o.f.m3();
}

class O {
    private F f;
    private int count;
    public O (F f) {
        this.f = f;
    }
    void m2() {count = count + 1;}
}
class A {
    public float w;
    public float h;
    public float m1() {
        return w*h;
    }
}

class B extends A { // Inherits w, h, and m1
    float d;
}

class C extends A {
    float m1() { // Overrides m1
        return w*h/2;
    }
}

FIG. 3

class X {
    .
    .
    .
    static void foo(A o) {
        float area;
        area = o.m1();
        .
        .
        }
    .
    .
    .
}
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